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1. Introduction

The rapidly growing need for electric 
vehicles and grid electric energy storage, 
alongside powering portable electronics, 
calls for energy storage materials that are 
synthesized from earth-abundant ele-
ments, are sustainable and safe, have 
minimal environmental impact, and give 
higher performance.[1,2] In this context, 
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)[3,4] have trans-
formed the contemporary energy storage 
landscape, currently dominating it. The 
next generation of electrochemical energy 
storage devices requires removing LIBs’ 
bottlenecks; the cathode materials dictate 
the capacity of LIBs, with many cathodes 
being based on non-sustainable Co or Ni 
elements. Simultaneously, the graphite 
anodes limit the rate performance and 
safety due to the slow Li-ion diffusion and 
operation potential window that is very 
close to the voltage of Li metal plating. 
These factors result in rapid graphite 
anode aging, particularly in power-
demanding applications, such as electric 

Environmentally sustainable, low-cost, flexible, and lightweight energy 
storage technologies require advancement in materials design in order 
to obtain more efficient organic metal-ion batteries. Synthetically tailored 
organic molecules, which react reversibly with lithium, may address the 
need for cost-effective and eco-friendly anodes used for organic/lithium bat-
tery technologies. Among them, carboxylic group-bearing molecules act as 
high-energy content anodes. Although organic molecules offer rich chem-
istry, allowing a high content of carboxyl groups to be installed on aromatic 
rings, they suffer from low conductivity and leakage to the electrolytes, 
which restricts their actual capacity, the charging/discharging rate, and 
eventually their application potential. Here, a densely carboxylated but con-
ducting graphene derivative (graphene acid (GA)) is designed to circumvent 
these critical limitations, enabling effective operation without compromising 
the mechanical or chemical stability of the electrode. Experiments including 
operando Raman measurements and theoretical calculations reveal the 
excellent charge transport, redox activity, and lithium intercalation proper-
ties of the GA anode at the single-layer level, outperforming all reported 
organic anodes, including commercial monolayer graphene and graphene 
nanoplatelets. The practical capacity and rate capability of 800 mAh g−1 at 
0.05 A g−1 and 174 mAh g−1 at 2.0 A g−1 demonstrate the true potential of GA 
anodes in advanced lithium-ion batteries.
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vehicles, and impose the risk of catastrophic battery failure due 
to Li metal dendrites growth.[5,6]

Organic materials undergoing reversible electrochemical 
redox processes and coordinating lithium, are attractive anode 
candidates in organic/LIBs thanks to their cost-effective and 
eco-friendly nature, abundance, processability, and design ver-
satility.[7,8] Moreover, customized functional groups and heter-
oatoms in these materials may tune the redox potential, the sys-
tem’s capacity, and the mechanism of charge storage.[9,10] Several 
organic materials have been proposed, embracing conjugated 
polymers[11] and systems bearing carbonyl,[12,13] nitrile,[14] organo-
sulfur,[15] imine,[16] azo compounds,[17,18] or organic radicals.[19,20] 
Such electrode materials are not restricted by the dimensions of 
a charge-carrying ion, thus allowing the use of alternatives more 
sustainable than lithium, such as sodium,[21,22] potassium,[23,24] 
zinc,[25] magnesium,[26] or aluminum.[27,28]

Carboxylic acids have emerged as stable and high-energy 
organic LIB anode materials owing to their low reduction poten-
tial and their coordination proclivity toward Li. Di-lithium salts 
of terephthalic and muconic acids were initially reported as LIB 
anode active materials.[29] Terephthalate could bind 2.3 Li ions 
per molecule with a reduction potential plateau near 0.8 V, deliv-
ering 300 mAh g−1. Muconate’s performance was about half of 
that, with its potential plateau being at 1.4  V. Aromatic conju-
gated carboxyl derivatives demonstrate intramolecular charge 
delocalization superior to that of non-conjugated derivatives. 
Consequently, they provide more efficient utilization of carboxyl 
groups for the storage of lithium ions.[29–34]

The capacity of active organic materials can be expressed as 
the ratio between the number of coordinated Li-ions over the 
molecular mass of the organic molecule. Therefore, an organic 
anode active material containing a high percentage of carboxyl 
groups is extremely desirable for enhancing the capacity. How-
ever, the trade-off between imprinting a high content of carbox-
ylic moieties and preserving high conductivity poses a problem, 
which limits the further development of LIB anode materials. 
The capacity of most carboxylate active materials known in 
literature lies below 300  mAh  g−1.[29,31–34] Furthermore, large 
contents (as high as 50%) of conductive carbon additives in the 
electrodes are usually required for bypassing the limited con-
ductivity of organic molecules, which however further restrains 
the practical capacity and commercialization feasibility.[31,35]

One way to improve carboxylic acid anodes’ performance could 
be covalent, dense, and spacer-free grafting carboxyls on a highly 
conductive backbone, such as graphene. In this context, graphene 
oxide (GO) stands out as a versatile material, bearing a very high 
amount of various oxygen-containing functionalities[36,37] in a 
complex mixture of tertiary alcohols, epoxides, carboxyl, and car-
bonyl groups.[38] The carboxylic groups in GO represent only a 
small fraction of the oxygen functionalities (e.g., 1.3 at% by Hum-
mers method)[39] located at the edges and around defects.[39,40] 
Unfortunately, the dense functionalization of GO turns it into an 
insulator, while its reduction enhancing the conductivity leads to 
a significant loss of the functional groups.[41] Another synthetic 
approach based on graphene functionalization that uses non-
covalent interactions[42] (e.g., π–π) is not robust enough for such 
electrochemical applications because it affords materials with low 
stability due to leakage of the functionalities into the electrolyte.

Herein, we examine graphene acid (GA, Figure 1a), a selec-
tively and densely functionalized carboxylic graphene derivative, 

which was thoroughly characterized in previous works,[43–48]  
as a LIB anode. Therefore, we leveraged GA’s outstanding func-
tionalization degree of 13  at% (corresponding to more than 
30  mass% in carboxylic groups[48]), with a sheet resistance of 
6800 Ω  sq−1, which is five orders of magnitude lower than that 
of GO.[43] GA was prepared from fluorographene by reproducible 
and up-scalable protocol,[43,47] and currently represents the most 
conductive graphene derivative with such a high content of car-
boxyl groups. The titration profile of GA closely resembles that 
of molecular organic acids, with pKa of 5.2, reflecting its well-
defined structure.[43] Thus, GA can be regarded as the first 2D 
acid. Owing to these features, we can demonstrate that GA, as an 
organic LIB anode, brings the advantage of i) high redox capacity 
stemming from its carboxyl groups; ii) high conductivity, boosting 
the rate capability; iii) high capacity considering the total electrode 
mass since only 5 mass% of conductive carbon black (CB) addi-
tive was used; and iv) extra charge storage due to the co-presence 
of significant content of sp2 moieties serving as Li intercalation 
sites (Figure 1a). These results indicate that the covalent grafting 
of carboxyl groups on the conductive skeleton of graphene paves 
the way for efficient and stable organic anodes for LIBs.

2. Results and Discussion

GA was synthesized according to the reported procedure[43] 
described in details in the Experimental, and in the Supporting 
Information. Briefly, GA was obtained via the selective acidic 
hydrolysis of cyanographene (G-CN), which was produced from 
the nucleophilic reaction between [CN]− anions and fluorog-
raphene,[43] a large band-gap 2D sp3 carbon sheet with cova-
lently bonded fluorine atoms. The reaction proceeded replacing 
of fluorine atoms by CN groups, accompanied by reductive 
defluorination, re-establishing the aromatic network and thus 
the conductivity.[43] More details on the chemistry of fluorogra-
phene can also be found in other works.[49–51] In the following 
step, a relatively mild acidic hydrolysis selectively transformed 
the CN covalent functionalities to COOH, yielding GA.[43] 
This particular methodology bypasses the harsh oxidation con-
ditions used to introduce diverse oxygen-containing functional 
groups to graphene during a GO synthesis, and contributed to 
GA’s conductivity, as revealed by conductivity measurements, 
cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impendance spectros-
copy (EIS), and density functional theory (DFT) calculations.[43]

GA electrodes (mixed with Ketjenblack EC-600JD as a con-
ductive additive and polymer binder at a 90:5:5 mass ratio and 
cast onto a copper current collector) were evaluated in coin cells 
versus Li metal (Experimental Section). The polymer binder 
(polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF) created bridges between the 
GA microflakes (indicated with arrows in Figure  S1a,b, Sup-
porting Information, see pure GA in Figure S1c,d, Supporting 
Information), forming a compact electrode architecture with 
good adhesion between GA’s sheets.[52] The final electrodes 
revealed the desirable space filling by conductive nanoparti-
cles of CB (Figure  S2a,b, Supporting Information), fully pre-
served even after the electrode’s electrochemical operation 
(Figure S2c,d, Supporting Information).

The shapes of the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves 
(Figure  1b) and CV curves (Figure  1c) were characteristic for 
an extended conjugated system with combined redox and 
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intercalation energy storage mechanisms.[53] Conjugated small 
molecule carboxylates have sharp reversible redox peaks and 
distinct plateau during charging and discharging.[29,54] However, 
in GA, a distribution of redox potentials was observed over a 
wide potential window, as reflected by the smooth redox bands 
in the range of 1.0–2.0 V versus Li+/Li (Figure  1c). This effect 
was ascribed to the diverse surrounding local environment of 
the carboxyl groups[55,56] bonded on the reconstructed graphene 
plane after its functionalization, leading to differences in the 
respective redox potentials (discussed later, in the kinetic redox 
analysis).

The GA anode (mass loading: 1.0–1.5  mg  cm−2; thickness: 
≈20  µm) delivered a high specific capacity of 747  mAh  g−1 
after the first delithiation at 0.05  A  g−1. The capacity difference 
between lithiation (1300 mAh g−1) and delithiation of the initial 
cycle (Figure 1b) was due to the proton[57,58] and electrolyte reduc-
tion with the formation of a solid electrolyte interface (SEI) on 
the electrode surface.[59,60] Therefore, the Coulombic efficiency of 
the first charge-discharge cycle was 57%, exceeding 90% in the 
second cycle and finally improving significantly in the successive 
cycles (>99.4%). The SEI formation was inferred from the vol-
tammogram as an irreversible peak in the first cycle at ≈0.5  V 
(Figure 1c). Reversible peaks below 0.5 V versus Li+/Li in the suc-
cessive cycles correspond to lithium-ion insertion into graphene.

The composition-based capacity of GA was calculated for 
a better understanding and interpretation of the experimen-
tally obtained values. For that, the elemental analysis of GA 
was obtained by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, showing 

79.9 at%, 4.3 at%, and 15.6 at% of C, N, and O atoms, respec-
tively, along with a trace amount of fluorine atoms (Figure  1d 
and Figure  S3, Supporting Information). The determined 
atomic content of carboxylic carbons according to C 1s deconvo-
lution was 8 at% (Figure S4 and Table S1, Supporting Informa-
tion), which translates into 16 at% in oxygen content, because  
every carboxylic carbon has two oxygen atoms. Since the oxygen 
content according to the elemental XPS analysis is 15.6  at% 
(Figure  S3b, Supporting Information), the carboxylic carbons 
alone represent all the oxygen in GA. The 4.3 at% of nitrogen 
incorporated into graphene, mostly in pyridinic and pyrrolic 
configurations, originated from the solvent dimethylformamide  
reactivity.[43] Considering the C(sp3)-COOH moieties and the 
surrounding carbon sp2 area as a single Li-host ensemble, the 
composition-based capacity of GA was calculated (Figure  S4e 
and Table S1, Supporting Information) for different numbers of 
coordinated and intercalated Li atoms. The composition-based 
capacity was 706 mAh g−1 for reversible binding of four Li atoms 
per one carboxylic-sp2 area (Note  S1, Supporting Information). 
These values strongly corroborate (discussed later) the experi-
mentally determined capacity in the rate test (800 or 700 mAh g−1 
at 0.05 A g−1 for the 5th and 10th cycle, respectively), as well as 
the computation results on the lithium-ion storage mechanism.

The current–rate performance of the GA electrode was tested 
at current densities ranging from 0.05 to 2.0 A g−1 (Figure 2a,b) 
with capacity ranging from 700 to 174  mAh  g−1, respectively 
(10th cycle of each rate). These values correspond to the 
binding of four and one Li+ per carboxylic-sp2 area, respectively 

Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of GA and its interaction with lithium ions; b) the first, second, and fifth charge–discharge cycle of GA anode in 
a GA || Li half-cell at 0.05 A g−1 specific current; c) the three first CV curves for GA anode at a 0.1 mV s−1 sweep rate (composition GA:CB:PVDF, 90:5:5; 
cycle number 3 appears as a red-dotted line); and d) relative atomic contents, as obtained from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, for pure GA, GA:CB 
mixture (95:5 by mass), and purified electrode materials after 20 (EM20) and 180 (EM180) charge-discharge cycles. Si (as SiO2) contamination of 2.1 at% 
after 180 cycles originates from the glass fiber separator; it contributes ≈4% to the oxygen signal.
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(Note  S1 and Table  S5, Supporting Information). Then, the 
electrode was cycled again at 0.05 A g−1, recovering a capacity 
of 510  mAh  g−1. The recovered capacity remained stable for 
30 consecutive cycles with the Coulombic efficiency exceeding 
99% (Figure  2a). Comparatively, polymeric carboxylic anodes 
severely suffered from slow Li-ion diffusion at higher current 
rates, exhibiting 500  mAh  g−1 and 50  mAh  g−1 at 0.05  A  g−1 
and 2 A g−1, respectively.[61] The advantage of GA is also clearly 
observed comparing its operation with a (carboxylic acid)-modi-
fied reduced GO anode (rGO-poly(methyl methacrylate)), which 
delivered ≈170 mAh g−1 at 0.1 A g−1.[62] The specific capacity and 
the Coulombic efficiency of GA anodes were reproducible in 
the subsequent electrode material preparations, even under dif-
ferent mass loadings (Figure  S5a,b, Supporting Information). 
The average delithiation voltage advantageously decreased from 
1.83 to 1.47  V at higher current rates (Figure  S6, Supporting 
Information) because of a change in the ratio of diffusion- to 
surface-controlled capacity components.

After the initial 20 cycles of the stability test at 0.2 A g−1, the 
GA anode’s specific capacity was 400 mAh g−1 and then gradu-
ally reduced to 300 mAh g−1 during the consecutive 150 cycles 
(Figure  2c). After 180 galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles 
(stability testing) and CV at different rates, the GA electrode 
recovered a specific capacity of 475 mAh g−1 when cycled back 
at 0.05 A g−1. This behavior demonstrates the high repeatability 
and stability of its electrochemical properties (Figure  S7, Sup-
porting Information).

Examination via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was also 
performed in order to better understand the electrochemical 

behavior of GA during cycling. The GA material was collected 
from the electrodes after 20 and 180 cycles of the stability 
test at 0.2 A g−1 and was purified from the electrolyte and the 
polymer binder. The oxygen content after 20 cycles decreased 
from 15.4 to 11.5  at% (Figure  S1d, Supporting Information), 
corroborating the similar decrease in carboxyl groups from  
8 to 5.2 at% (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The decline 
in the oxygen content occurred during the first 20 cycles. The 
structure remained practically unchanged for the following  
180 cycles; this may be attributed to the reduction of some car-
boxyl groups during SEI formation.

The performance of the GA anode was compared to anodes 
made of graphene from commercial suppliers: i) graphene 
nanoplatelets dispersed in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (ACS Mate-
rials) containing flakes of 1–3 µm in diameter and 3–5 nm in 
thickness, and ii) monolayer (99.8%) graphene powder (Ossila) 
containing flakes of ≈2 µm in diameter and 0.7–1.2 nm in thick-
ness. The specific capacity of graphene anodes after the fifth 
cycle at 0.05  A  g−1 was 476   and 330  mAh  g−1 for monolayer 
graphene and graphene nanoplatelets, respectively. These 
values were significantly lower than that of GA (800 mAh g−1, 
Figure 2d). The charging/discharging of graphene nanoplatelets 
was found similar to that expressed by small-crystal graphite[63] 
(indicating its multilayered nature) and suffered from severe 
capacity decay to ≈50  mAh  g−1 at 1.5  A  g−1 (Figure  S8a, Sup-
porting Information) The monolayer graphene performed 
better, keeping 250 mAh g−1 at 1.5 A g−1 (Figure S8b, Supporting 
Information). The GA anode at comparable electrode material 
loading delivered higher capacity than monolayer graphene at 

Figure 2. Electrochemical testing of GA in half-cell versus Li: a) rate capability test; b) 10th charge-discharge curve for each current density, from the 
rate test of panel (a); c) cycling performance at 0.2 A g−1 after one-cycle at 0.05 A g−1 at 24 ± 2 °C, and d) the comparison of GA with anodes consisting 
of monolayer graphene and graphene nanoplatelets at 0.05 A g−1 (5th cycle), measured under identical conditions. In panels (a) and (c) open symbols 
represent lithiation and filled symbols represent delithiation.
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all current rates (Figure  S8c, Supporting Information), which 
is particularly interesting considering the much higher conduc-
tivity of pristine graphene. The performance of GA was also 
compared against maleic acid[64–66] anodes (Figure  S9, Sup-
porting Information), which were prepared following the pub-
lished protocols and using a range of different carbon additives, 
further highlighting the superior performance of GA.

To experimentally determine the contribution of the dif-
fusion-limited and surface-controlled charge storage mecha-
nisms arising from the carboxylic groups and graphene moi-
eties, respectively, an electrochemical kinetic analysis was 
performed.[67] The CV curves were recorded at different scan 
rates (Figure 3a) after the 180-cycle stability test. Using equa-
tion ip  = aνb and plotting the logarithm of the peak current 
(ip, for the 1.27 oxidation peak) versus the logarithm of the 
scan rate ν (Figure  3b), the b value was calculated from the 
slope. Many advanced materials show a mixed behavior with 
intermediate values. In the present case, a b-value of 0.79 was 
obtained. Such a value reflects the excellent rate handling 
ability of GA anodes owing to the high conductivity of GA 
and the surface-exposed -COOH groups where the diffusion- 
controlled processes mostly operate.

When the k1-k2 model is employed, the purely diffusion- 
limited and purely surface-controlled contributions to the overall 
current response can be separated. Equation (1) separates the 
total current, which can be presented as the sum of surface capac-
itive (k1ν) and of diffusion-limited (k2ν1/2) processes components: 

ν ν ν ν ν= + = +( ) /1 2
1/2 1/2

1
1/2

2i k k or i k k
 

(1)

where, k1 and k2 are potential sweep rate-independent values. 
These values for fixed potentials were determined from the 
slope and y-axis intercept point from the i/ν1/2 versus ν1/2 plot, 
respectively (Figure S10a,b, Supporting Information).

The total currents during CV at each potential sweep rate 
were deconvoluted accordingly (Figure  S11, Supporting Infor-
mation), showing that the diffusion-limited current fraction 
(66% at 0.1  mV  s−1) of the electrode was substantially higher 
than the one estimated from the stoichiometry of GA (24%). 
This suggests significant redox contribution from the GA rad-
ical sites[48] and N-doped centers.[68]

The fraction of the diffusion-limited current, most likely 
linked to the redox process from GA surfaces, decreased to 
30% when the scan rate increased to 2.0  mV  s−1 (Figure  3d). 
The same analysis performed for a freshly assembled half-cell 
(Figure  S12a–c, Supporting Information) showed similar elec-
trochemical performance but with a higher fraction of diffu-
sion-limited processes at each potential sweep rate. The b-value 
was 0.72 in this case, in line with the larger contribution of 
diffusion-limited processes, reaching 75% at 0.1  mV  s−1 and 
37% at 2 mV s−1.

The charge–discharge transient at 0.05 A g−1 in the form of 
differential capacity versus voltage plot allowed the delineation 
of the different electrochemical processes at the whole potential 

Figure 3. a) CV curves for GA at different scan rates performed after the life-cycle test, b) The linear curve from Equation (1) for the determination of 
the b-value at 1.27 V and at the potential sweep rate range of 0.1–2.0 mV s−1, c) CV curve for GA anode showing the fractions corresponding to surface 
capacity (shaded region) and redox processes, at 0.1 mV s−1, d) Contribution of diffusion- and surface-controlled processes on the capacity of the GA 
anode at different potential sweep rates.
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region (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Three broad redox 
peaks were distinguishable: below 0.5, between 1.0 and 2.0  V, 
and above 2.5  V versus Li+/Li. The first one corresponds to 
lithiation-delithiation of the sp2 graphene moieties of GA. The 
second is a typical region for carboxylate redox reactions;[9] the 
third could be regarded as redox-processes involving nitrogen-
containing graphene moieties[68] introduced during the syn-
thesis (Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information).

As previously identified, GA showed a very high rate capa-
bility. To better understand this property, Nyquist plots were 
obtained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
measurements at different discharge states of the GA elec-
trode (Figure 4a–c). Fitting Nyquist plots with a modified Ran-
dles circuit (Figure  S14, Supporting Information) showed very 
low charge transfer resistance (Rct) values in the entire voltage 
(Figure 4d). These values were significantly lower in comparison 
with dozens or hundreds of ohms typically observed for previ-
ously reported carboxyl-based organic anodes (Table  S3, Sup-
porting Information).[54,55,62] The low Rct value verifies and high-
lights the fast kinetics of the carboxyls’ group redox process and 
the high electronic charge transfer offered from the conductive 
graphenic backbone corroborating the initial hypothesis. Specifi-
cally, the lowest Rct values for GA were 3.1 and 2.9 Ω on lithiation 
(discharge) and lithiation (charge) of the half-cell at 1.5 and 0.8 V 
versus Li+/Li, respectively, unveiling GA’s beneficial properties.

Operando Raman spectra were recorded every ≈250  mV 
during CV at 0.05  mV  s−1 potential sweep rate (Figure 5a) to 

shed more light on the Li storage processes in the GA anode. 
Raman spectra revealed that the G-band position was red-
shifting during the charging of the GA anode due to the biaxial 
tensile strain in GA. It is known that the red-shift in the G-band 
below 0.5  V is more pronounced as the number of graphene 
layers in a stack decreases.[69] For example, a G-band position 
shift of 3, 5, and 11  cm−1 was found for 100  nm graphite par-
ticles, 20  nm graphite flakes, and 3-layer graphene nanoplate-
lets, respectively. The G-band of GA was shifted by ≈18 cm−1 in 
the 0.5–0.09 V region (Figure 5b), which is larger than that of a 
few-layer graphene material. This indicates that extensive inter-
actions of Li atoms with GA take place at the single-layer level. 
In the plot of the G-band position versus potential, three slopes 
were observed during lithiation (≈ in the 3.0–2.0, 2.0–0.75, and 
0.75–0.09  V range, Figure  5b) instead of two slopes observed 
for graphene.[69] In particular, the additional slope between 
≈2.0–0.75  V probably reflects the mechanism of Li storage 
involving the carboxyl groups of GA. This is strongly corrobo-
rated by the voltage ranges very similar to those observed in 
the CV kinetic analysis (Figure 3) and the differential capacity 
analysis (Figure  S13, Supporting Information), which was 
ascribed to a lithium-ion interaction with the graphene moie-
ties (3.0–2.0  V), as well as to carboxylate redox reactions with 
Li (2.0–0.5 V) and Li interactions with nitrogen-containing sp2 
areas (0.5–0.01 V). Finally, Raman results also showed that the 
ID/IG ratio grew during the lithiation of GA to ≈0.5 V, where a 
knee was observed (Figure 5c). The increase of the ID/IG ratio is 

Figure 4. EIS spectra for the GA anode against Li, galvanostatically recorded at specific voltages during a) lithiation and b) delithiation, c) charge–dis-
charge curve with indicated voltages where EIS is performed, and d) Rct dependence on state of charge and discharge of the cell.
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associated with lowering the Fermi level[70] caused by n-doping 
during the negative polarization of the GA electrode followed 
by the reduction of Li+ to Li0 and a free carrier concentration 
decrease in the GA, causing an abrupt change (the knee) in this 
potential (Figure 5c).

Theoretical calculations using both finite (functionalized 
ovalene) and infinite (periodic) models were carried out for a 
better understanding of the energy storage mechanism in GA. 
The calculations show that up to 4 Li0 atoms per one carboxyl 
group (Figure 6) can be bound to GA (with adsorption energy 

Figure 5. a) Operando Raman spectra of GA anode recorded at different potentials during CV at potential sweep rate of 0.05 mV s−1, b) G-band posi-
tion at different potentials, and c) D-to-G peak intensity ratio during lithiation.

Figure 6. A model of lithiated GA according to DFT calculations; a) top and b) side views (the dashed line dictates the super-cell used in calculations). 
The zoom view c) shows two binding modes of Li atoms close to one (bottom) and two (up) carboxyl groups (C, O, and Li atoms are shown as black, 
red, and pink, respectively, balls). The atom numbering is arbitrary to highlight up to four Li atoms close to the nearest carboxyl group.
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of −57.6 kcal mol−1 per Li0 atom) without significant structural 
changes. The Li0 atoms prefer to bind close to carboxyl group 
adopting two binding modes: the Li atom is either in contact 
both with the sp2 carbon area and the carboxyl oxygens or, the 
Li atom binds between the carboxyl oxygens (Figure 6). These 
findings are in line with the composition-based GA capacity cal-
culation (Note  S1 and Table  S5, Supporting Information) and 
with the experimentally determined capacity of GA (Figure 2a), 
suggesting the same ratio of four Li atoms per carboxyl with 
its respective sp2-hybridized carbon lattice area. Such excel-
lent agreement of the theoretical results (based on single sheet 
model of GA) with the experiments supports the operation 
of GA on the single-layer level, as Raman investigations also 
unveiled. According to calculations, the addition of a fifth Li 
atom per carboxyl is not favored, because it has positive adsorp-
tion energy. Also, Li+ ions have weaker bonding to GA than 
Li0, thus allowing their easy migration to the cathode (Note S2, 
Supporting Information), as required during the discharging. 
Finally, in both oxidized/reduced states, the partial charge on 
Li is ≈0.94–0.99 e (see S2, Supporting Information), which indi-
cates strong charge transfer processes between the Li species 
and the GA skeleton and is attributed to the linker-free installa-
tion of the carboxyl groups on the sp2 backbone.

The performance of GA anode is found superior to most 
of the polymer, oligomer, composite and small-molecule, 
and carboxyl anodes, both at low and higher specific currents 
(Figure 7 and Table S4, Supporting Information). For example, 
the capacity of a carboxyl modified polythiophene (PTp-COOH) 
electrode material was ≈500 mAh g−1 at 0.05 A g−1; however, at 
high rates, the film gave only 50 mAh g−1 at 2 A g−1.[61] A humic 
acid anode showed a capacity of ≈420 mAh g−1 and 20 mAh g−1 
at 0.06  A  g−1 and 0.4  A  g−1, respectively.[71] An electrode made 

from graphene chemically cross-linked with poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (Gr/c-PMMA composite) delivered 250 mAh g−1 
and 167  mAh  g−1 at 0.02  A  g−1 and 0.4  A  g−1, respectively.[62] 
Small-molecule carboxylic anodes, such as terephthalate, muco-
nate,[29] 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid,[32] 2,6-naphthalene 
dicarboxylate,[33] 4,4′-(phenazine-5,10-diyl)dibenzoate,[34] dem-
onstrated only moderate capacities (≤300  mAh  g−1) because 
of the low ratio between stored lithium ions and molar mass 
(Table S4, Supporting Information).

Although graphene anode was reported to possess a 
650 mAh g−1 capacity after the 1st delithiation,[73] this value was 
reached under undefined mass loading and temperature condi-
tions. Accordingly, we tested two commercial graphene samples 
under conditions identical to GA. As described earlier, of these 
two materials, one had a very high content of monolayer sheets 
and the other showed multilayered nature. As demonstrated 
by our data, the GA anode outperformed these reference mate-
rials. The advantage of GA lies in its conductivity combined 
with a high content in carboxyl groups, delivering a capacity 
and rate performance that is unmatched by any value expressed 
by the wide gamut of carboxyl-based organic LIB electrodes, as 
highlighted in the comparative graph in Figure 7 and Table S4, 
Supporting Information.

3. Conclusions

Graphene-acid (GA, a densely functionalized carboxylated gra-
phene) is a very effective LIB anode material by combining 
redox and intercalation properties, originating from the con-
ductive and selectively carboxylated 2D graphene backbone. 
Due to the spacer-free carboxyl groups attached to graphene’s 

Figure 7. Performance comparison of organic materials from Table  S4, Supporting Information: PTp-COOH,[61] humic acid,[71] G/c-PMMA,[62] 
2,6-Naph(COOLi)2,[72] Li2(SND), Li2(SNB),[55] and electrodes prepared using commercial graphene (monolayer, and nanoplatelets). Capacity values 
are normalized to the total mass of electrode materials and refer to the stabilized capacity in the current rate tests.
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lattice, which allowed their direct communication with the 
graphene backbone, the anode was endowed with particularly 
low charge transfer resistance, and effective interactions and 
intercalation of lithium-ions. Operando Raman, as well as 
theoretical results, indeed verified that GA behaved as a high-
quality monolayer graphene. Further, calculations confirmed a 
direct charge communication pathway between the Li atoms/
ions and the GA host, with the experimental and composition-
based capacities being in agreement with the theoretically cal-
culated capacities. The carboxylic groups of GA coordinated 
the lithium ions upon the electroreduction in a broad potential 
range (in contrast to small molecule materials). Simultane-
ously, the graphene skeleton served concurrently as a highly 
conducting backbone, redox, and intercalation electrode mate-
rial. Therefore, overall, the GA anode worked better than poly-
meric, oligomeric, and molecular carboxylated anodes and 
few-layered and monolayer graphene in terms of the capacity 
as well as the rate performance. The particularly competitive 
performance of GA, alongside its highly reproducible and scal-
able synthesis, predisposes this material for efficient applica-
tion as a LIB anode.

4. Experimental Section
Chemicals: Fluorographite, DMF, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, bulk 

solvents, PVDF, battery-grade 1.0 M LiPF6 ethylene carbonate: dimethyl 
carbonate (EC:DMC, 1:1 by volume) electrolyte solution, and Whatman 
GF/A glass microfiber filters were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
The 0.75  mm-thick lithium metal foil (99.9%) was from Alfa Aesar; 
CB (Ketjenblack EC-600JD) was supplied by AkzoNobel Functional 
Chemicals BV. Monolayer graphene powder (M901, 99.8% single layer 
ratio, >99% purity) was from Ossila Ltd.; graphene nanoplatelets NMP 
dispersion of 98.9% purity was from ACS Material. All reagents were 
used as received.

GA was synthesized according to the literature procedure.[43] In brief: 
commercial fluorographene powder was dispersed in DMF followed by 
adding NaCN and stirring at 130 °C. The resulting cyanographene was 
separated, washed, and deionized by dialysis. Next, cyanographene was 
hydrolyzed with a nitric acid solution to form GA water dispersion. The 
GA was washed in successive separation-dispersion cycles and freeze-
dried. Detailed synthesis is provided in the Supporting Information, 
along with transmission electron microscopy and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) results (Figure S15, Supporting Information).

Materials Characterizations: XPS post-mortem analysis of electrodes 
was performed by PHI VersaProbe II (Physical Electronics) spectrometer 
using an Al-Kα source (15 kV, 50 W). The obtained data were evaluated 
with the MultiPak (Ulvac-PHI) software package. The electrode materials 
were washed in several consecutive redispersion-separation cycles in 
NMP, hot DMF, 1 mM HCl, and ethanol (twice in each solvent) in order 
to remove the electrolyte, polymer binder, and residual SEI components. 
Raman spectra were recorded by using DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) using 633  nm excitation line diode laser with an 
aperture of 50 µm, 5 cm−1 resolution and MTI electrochemical cell with 
a quartz window for Raman analysis, a GA:PVDF (90:10 by mass) film 
was cast onto a Ni foam. Transmission electron microscopy images were 
obtained with a JEOL 2100 system. For these analyses, a droplet of GA 
dispersion in ultrapure water (concentration approximately 0.1 mg mL−1) 
was placed on a holey carbon-coated copper grid and left to dry, before 
the analysis. AFM images were obtained in the amplitude-modulated 
semi-contact mode on an NT-MDT NTegra system equipped with a VIT-P 
AFM probe using freshly cleaved muscovite mica as a substrate.

Electrode Preparation and Cell Assembling: The active material, 
the carbon additive, and the binder were mixed in the 90:5:5 

(GA:carbon black:polymer binder) weight ratio. The composition of 
the reference commercial graphene electrodes was ACS Materials 
graphene nanoplatelets:PVDF (95:5 by mass) and Ossila monolayer 
graphene:PVDF (80:20 by mass). A higher binder content in a monolayer 
graphene anode was required for preparing physically stable film on the 
current collector foil. Individual components were dispersed separately 
by ultrasonication in a suitable amount of NMP and then mixed in a 
Thinky ARV-310 planetary mixer (Thinky Co.) for 5 min at 1100 rpm under 
pressure decreased to 30  kPa. The slurry was cast onto a 10-µm thick 
copper foil (Cambridge Energy Solutions) with a doctor blade using 
100-µm slot. The film was dried with an infrared lamp for 10  min, left 
overnight in a vacuum oven at 120 °C, and then cut into 15-mm disks, 
which were used for CR2032 and research-grade coin cells (PAT-cell 
of EL-Cell GmbH) assembling in a dry Ar-filled glove box ([O2]  <  0.6, 
[H2O]  <  0.8  ppm). Lithium metal coin (15.5  mm diameter, 0.75  mm 
thickness), glass microfiber separator, and 1.0 M LiPF6 EC:DMC (1:1 vol.) 
were used as the counter electrode, the separator, and the electrolyte 
(100  µL), respectively. The lithium metal surface was mechanically 
refreshed before cell assembling. The electrode material loading was 
1.0–1.5 mg cm−2 unless otherwise specified.

Electrochemical Measurements: CV experiments were performed using 
a BCS-810 system under BT-lab software control of BioLogic Science 
Instruments; charge-discharge rate and stability tests were performed 
using Novonix HPC setup with a dedicated thermostatic chamber 
(Novonix) at 25 °C. The cells were tested at 3.0–0.01 V versus Li+/Li. The 
mass of all electrode material components was used for specific capacity 
calculations. All cells were discharged to 3.0  V by a CC-CV (constant 
current-constant voltage) procedure after assembling in order to prevent 
Cu collector oxidation, followed by a 6-h rest at OCP and charging back 
to 3.0  V (Figure  S16a, Supporting Information). One charge–discharge 
cycle at 0.05 A g−1 was performed (Figure S16b, Supporting Information) 
before the stability test reported in Figure  3c. EIS measurements 
were performed in a three-electrode PAT-Cells (EL-Cell GmbH) with 
a Li reference ring electrode using Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT128N 
potentiostat equipped with FRA32M extension card under Nova 1.11.2 
control and analysis software (Metrohm Autolab BV). The GA electrode 
material was aged for 10 cycles at 0.05 A g−1, followed by two cycles with 
a fresh Li metal coin (Figure S17, Supporting Information). The EIS was 
performed at different states of charge of the cell in a galvanostatic 
mode; 50  µA AC oscillation amplitude over the frequency range of 
0.3 Hz to 100 kHz was used.

Computational Methods: The infinite (periodic) calculations were 
performed by using spin-polarized DFT as implemented in a Vienna 
Ab-initio Simulation Package.[74–76] The electron-ion interactions were 
treated by a projector-augmented wave (PAW) method,[77,78] and the 
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof functional[79] in the generalized gradient 
approximation and Grimme D2 dispersion.[80]

The basis set contained plane waves with a maximum kinetic energy 
of 500 eV and a Γ-centered 6 × 6 × 1 k-point mesh. All structures were 
optimized until the forces acting on all atoms were reduced to less than 
10  meV Å−1 and the electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom were 
relaxed until the change in total energy between the successive iteration 
steps was smaller than 10−6 eV.

The adsorption energy, Ead, per lithium atom was evaluated as

= − −+ −1/ ( )ad GA Li GA Li LiE n E E nEn n  
(2)

where EGA+nLi, EGA−nLi and ELi stands for total energies of whole GA-lithium 
system, system without lithium atom and lithium atom, respectively. 
n denotes the number of lithium atoms (Figures S18 and S19,  
Supporting Information).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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